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HP Reversible Sleeves

HP Reversible 13.3 Sleeve
Practical, versatile  laptop1 protection
Help protect your laptop1 on the go with the ultralight HP Reversible 13.3 Sleeve that keeps it 
safe and lets you make a bold statement or be a little conservative—you decide. 

Change the pattern to suit your style
Swap the pattern when it suits you—go with basic black or turn the zipper-less sleeve inside 
out and rock the gray and black geometric pattern instead.

Lightweight durability
Help defend your laptop1 against scratches, bumps, and minor spills with a neoprene sleeve 
that cushions your device and fits easily inside your carrying case or backpack without adding 
extra weight.

Keep it clean
Retain that stylish look by wiping the sleeve down with soap and water.

1. Compatible with laptops up to 11.6 diagonal inches. 

1. Compatible with laptops up to 13.3 diagonal inches. 

HP Reversible 11.6 Sleeve 
Practical, versatile  laptop1 protection
Help protect your laptop1 on the go with the ultralight HP Reversible 11.6 Sleeve that keeps it 
safe and lets you make a bold statement or be a little conservative—you decide. 

Change the pattern to suit your style
Swap the pattern when it suits you—go with basic black or turn the zipper-less sleeve inside 
out and rock the gray and black geometric pattern instead.

Lightweight durability
Help defend your laptop1 against scratches, bumps, and minor spills with a neoprene sleeve 
that cushions your device and fits easily inside your carrying case or backpack without adding 
extra weight.

Keep it clean
Retain that stylish look by wiping the sleeve down with soap and water.
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Specifications

Part number 7ZE81AA

Dimensions 12.8in x 9.4in x 0.4in (32.5cm x 24cm x 1cm)

Weight 0.33lb (0.14 kg)

Material Neoprene

Color Reversible: GeoPattern/Black

Fits notebook size Up to 11.6”

Water resistant Yes

Part number 7ZE82AA

Dimensions 13.4in x 10in x 0.4in (34cm x 25.3cm x 1cm)

Weight 0.35lb (0.16 kg)

Material Neoprene

Color Reversible: GeoPattern/Black

Fits notebook size Up to 13.3”

Water resistant Yes

HP Reversible 11.6” Sleeve

HP Reversible 13.3” Sleeve
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